Date: February 2, 2022
Time: 05:30PM EDT
Venue: Zoom
Notes By: Akshit Singla

Agenda + Notes

*Requires a vote

- Introductions
  - Xiaowei Ou - proxy for Ignacio

- Quorum met - 5:39PM EDT

- Officer & Committee Updates
  - AC: Ruoxuan
    - Events
    - Advising sub-committee: Great event, Recruiting!
    - Alumni Relations subcommittee: recruiting the lead role
    - Recruiting overall
  - ARC: [AJ]
    - Events
    - Alumni Relations subcommittee: recruiting the lead role
    - Recruiting overall
  - ASA: Vincent
    - Open for new group applications - due Feb 28
    - LEF/ARCADE applications open - due March 1
    - Updating group email on Engage
    - Poster space applications open soon
    - Looking for grad students to join
  - DEI: Kayla
    - Food connection debrief
    - Personal care distribution
    - Department and classroom inclusion
    - First-generation honors society
    - Constituency Rep
    - Open positions
  - EAB: Jordan
    - Statements passed
    - Meeting new representatives soon!
    - Open positions
  - HCA: Denise
    - Concerns regarding the closing of rail crossings
    - Constructions were delayed by a blizzard, but activities starting now
    - Email for raising concerns - by MIT
    - Opening positions
    - Stipend recommendations - working on it, join in for adding comments
  - Muddy Charles Pub: Jennifer
    - Muddy is open!! - same policies as MIT-Dining
Reservation basis

- OC: Akshit
  - Looking for volunteers - virtual networking, swag distribution, etc.

Officer Updates

- GSC Reps with committees reminder
- Open institute committee positions
- Anno (design) update ongoing
- CJAC, SPRC Updates
- Provost selection process update
- Website hacking issue
- Union election submission

Old Business

- (No old business)

New Business

- Budget Rescope
- “Statements process” - by Jordan Harrod
- Bylaws amendment - by Noam (+ discussions)

Open Floor

- [Ruoxuan] Meet the GSC event
- [Courtney] GSC reps for Sloan PhDs - currently don’t have - what’s the process?
- [AJ] Elections coming up in 2 months
Attendees

- Rebekah Dix
- Amanda Hornick
- Jordan Harrod
- Eduardo Maristany
- Simar Mattewal
- Isabelle Liu
- Xiaowei Ou
- Iulia Streanga
- Steven Burcat
- Yuexuan Zu
- Cathy Wang
- Christian Yoo
- Hina Walajahi
- Noam Buckman
- Rebecca Spiewak
- Ruoxuan Yang
- Declan Gaylo
- Agnes Bi
- Sandra Liu
- Jennifer Kaczmarek
- Denise Tellbach
- William Boag
- Ally Moir
- Shin Kikuchi
- Cormac O’Neill
- Akshit Singla
- Syed Shayan Zahid
- Robert Mahari
- Jo-Hannah Yeo
- AJ Miller
- Alex Bookbinder
- Tobin South
- Isaac Silberberg
- Courtney Jacobovits